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The study explored differences in relative importance of three factors identified as contributors to
Value of Care, namely Clinical Outcome, Cost of Clinical Event and Patient’s Experience,
between provider and consumer groups.
The study aimed to deduce a modified value equation that would depict the relative importance
or weightings (coefficients) for each of the factors as applicable to different stakeholder groups
and different contexts.
The study concluded that the balance of factors can be utilised in evidence-based, multi-factor
decision-making, by provider and consumer groups, thereby asserting the business utility of the
research study.
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The healthcare
value agenda

The healthcare value agenda
Every clinical care event is targeted at creating value at a certain cost*.
Value in healthcare delivery, or Value of Care, is defined as the results or outcomes (outputs)
achieved relative to the cost incurred or resources applied (inputs) to generate these
outcomes*.
Numerically depicted as a healthcare value equation, value in healthcare is therefore
calculated by outcomes achieved (numerator) divided by the cost incurred (denominator) to
generate such outcomes*.

*Source: Porter, M.E., 2010. What is value in health care? New England Journal of Medicine, 363(1), pp.2477–2481.

Defining Value of
Care
Clinical outcomes
Value
of Care

=

Clinical outcome: Degree to which the
clinical event achieved a clinical goal
(objective measure)*.

Cost of
clinical event

Cost of clinical event: Total price charged
by the care providers, thus the price paid by
the patient, medical aid or both parties*.

Source: Porter ME. 2010. What is value in health care? New England Journal of Medicine 363: 2477–81

Considering
additional factors
outcomes & patient
experience
Value
of Care

=

cost+(risk of adverse
outcomes x cost of
adverse outcomes)

Numerator: Function of the degree to which
the care event achieved a clinical goal
(objective measure)* as well as the degree
to which satisfaction (subjective) was
experienced by or achieved for the
consumer*.

Denominator: Function of the cost of the
event, composed of the price charged by the
care providers* plus the cost of an adverse
event multiplied by the likelihood of the
adverse event occurring *.

*Source: Doyle, C., Lennox, L. & Bell, D., 2013. A systematic review of evidence on the links between patient experience and clinical
safety and effectiveness. BMJ Open, 3(1), p.e001570.

The Quadruple
Aim
Best patient
experience

The Quadruple Aim is an international framework
that aims to optimise the performance of healthcare
systems through the integration of four critical
objectives*.

Development and
wellbeing of staff,
leaders and
healthcare
professionals

Berwick and colleagues introduced the concept of
the Triple Aim, which includes the elements of care,
health and cost, where ‘care’ refers to the patient’s
subjective experience of the care episode*.
Best
outcomes

Most cost
effective

*Source: Bodenheimer, T., & Sinsky, C. (2014). From Triple to Quadruple Aim: Care of the Patient Requires Care of the Provider.
The Annals of Family Medicine, 12(6), 573–576.
*Source: Berwick, D. M., Nolan, T. W., & Whittington, J. (2008). The Triple Aim: Care, health, and cost. Health Affairs, 27(3), 759–
769.

Person-centred
health and care
Care should be a healing
experience for body and mind*

Clinical outcomes x
Patient experience
Value
of Care

=

Cost of
clinical event

*Source: Cosgrove, T. (2014). The Cleveland clinic way - Lessons in excellence from one of the worlds

The importance of
Patient’s Experience

Patient’s Experience
Patient’s Experience has been understudied and underutilised in value creation and
value-based care strategies in healthcare*:
+ Mkanta explains how Patient’s Experience in the healthcare context is understudied*.
+ Damberg argues it’s also underutilised, as a value-based payment study conducted in 2014
found that only 17% of value-based care programmes measured goals that related to the
Patient’s Experience or the patient’s value perspective of the care delivered*.

*Source: Mkanta, W. N., Green, B., Katta, M., Basireddy, K., & Kentucky, W. (2016). Theoretical and methodological issues in research
related to value-based approaches in healthcare. Journal of Healthcare Management, 61:60(6), 402–420.
*Source: Damberg, C. L., Sorbero, M. E., Lovejoy, S. L., Martsolf, G. R., Raaen, L., & Mandel, D. (2014). Measuring Success in Health
Care Value-Based Purchasing Programs: Findings from an Environmental Scan, Literature Review, and Expert Panel Discussions. Rand
Health Quarterly, 4(3), 9.

Patient’s Experience
Patient’s Experience is progressively acknowledged as one of the three mainstays of
quality in healthcare, alongside clinical effectiveness (depicted as outcomes expressed
as a function of cost)*:
+ Porter highlights the need for healthcare systems to focus on Clinical Outcomes and Cost
of Clinical Event
+ He acknowledges that healthcare systems often fail to recognise a fundamental criterion for
health services excellence and value creation, namely whether patient expectations of care are
met*
+If Patient’s Experience is not considered a factor in healthcare value creation strategies,
clinical events in healthcare delivery will fail to create value for the patient even though it
appeared that cost and outcome goals were achieved*.

*Source: Porter, Michael E.; Lee, T. L. (2013). The strategy that will fix health care. Harvard Business Review, 1–39.

Modifying the
value equation
Clinical Outcome:
Degree to which
the clinical event
achieved a clinical
goal (objective
measure)*.

Cost of the Clinical
Event: Total price
charged by the
care providers,
thus the price paid
by the patient or
medical aid or
both*.

Patient’s
Experience:
Degree to which
the patient’s
expectation was
met (subjective
measure)*.

outcomes
Value
of Care

=

x
cost

patient
experience

Multiple stakeholders in
healthcare delivery

Multiple stakeholders
A deeper understanding of the differences in value perspectives that inform decisionmaking in the healthcare context is therefore required:
+ Multiple stakeholders are at play in healthcare delivery. Key stakeholders include the
consumer or patient and provider or clinician*.

+ Oftentimes, stakeholders in healthcare delivery have conflicting goals, leading to divergent
approaches and taking away from the shared value agenda*.
+ Value in the healthcare context remains an abstract construct influenced by perception that
can vary between different stakeholders depending on the role each of them plays in the care
event*.

*Source: Lee, T. H., & Cosgrove, T. (2014). Engaging doctors in the healthcare revolution. Harvard Business Review, 92(6), 105–111.

Consumers and providers
The study was aimed at gaining insight into the value perspectives of consumers and
providers in the South African private healthcare context and to examine if these value
perspectives differ between the two groups:
+ Consumers refer to all privately paying or medically-insured patients in the South African
healthcare context, thus the consumers making use of private healthcare.
+ Providers refer to clinicians (medical doctors) registered to work in private healthcare
practice in South Africa, thus actively practicing or having actively practiced clinical medicine in
the private healthcare sector.

Examining the differences
The study explored the differences between the relative importance of the three factors
(Clinical Outcome, Cost of Clinical Event, and Patient’s Experience) that make up the Value
of Care for both consumers and providers, in general and specifically in terms of medical and
surgical procedures.
Patient’s Experience is compared with Clinical Outcome and Cost of Clinical Event in a
series of scenarios aimed at determining the relative importance or weighting attributed to each
of the three factors in the healthcare value equation in order to inform a better understanding of
the differences in value perspectives prevalent that, in turn, inform decision-making.

Multi-factor decisionmaking in healthcare

Multi-factor decision-making
+ The value-creation pursuit is described as an exercise in the balance of prioritisation and decisionmaking*.
+ It can be argued that, in the decision-making process of healthcare delivery, factors contributing to
value are compared and following this, a trade-off happens*.
+ Multi-factor decision-making is applied by the patient when making an elective healthcare
purchasing decision and by the clinician when planning the execution of the care event.

*Source: Ho, W., Xu, X., & Dey, P. K. (2010). Multi-criteria decision making approaches for supplier evaluation and selection:
A literature review. European Journal of Operational Research, 202(1), 16–24. http://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejor.2009.05.009

South African
healthcare context

Conducting a contextual analysis
in the South African healthcare
space

Analysis Approach
1

2
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•
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Phases
Hindsight = history and origin of current context
Insight = current context

Foresight = designing a desired future

Lenses applied
Global = Zeitgeist approach
National/country = PESTLE framework

Industry = Porter’s 5 forces
Organisation = MAPS/SPAM method

To ensure a thorough
analysis of the
context a different
model was used at
each level

Global events

Global context:
Zeitgeist factors

Global economy
under pressure

Government
intervention
Movement toward universal
health cover – policy reform

Demographics and labour

Technology

Social mores

Aging population
Population growth in underresourced countries
Foreigner migration
Changing burden of disease

Increased connectivity and
informed population
Innovations in health care,
increased cost
Social media

Increased life expectancy
Increased disease burden
Increased social expectation of
shared value and access to
good health care

Political

Legislative

Political intent to implement
NHI

Change in regulatory
framework to implement NHI
Constitutional right to good
health care

Economical

Technology

Social

Low economic growth
8.9% GDP spend on
health care

Low adoption of technology
Low connectivity and high data
costs
Fragmented health care
systems – lack of data and
integration

Highest inequality (GINI coefficient)
Increased and changing burden of
disease (HIV, trauma, etc.)
GDP spend on health care not
translating to the ‘everyone’

Country context:
PESTLE

Rivalry

Supplier power

Substitutes

New entrants

Industry context:
Porter’s five forces

Buyer power

S

P

A

structure

patterns

attitudes

(informal and formal structures
in place)

(how information flows and events
happen)

(values)

M
means of
influence
(how power works)

Research
objectives

Key objectives
1
To determine whether value
perspectives differ between multiple
stakeholder groups in the South African
private healthcare context, specifically
between provider and consumer groups
and their respective subgroups. Value
perspectives specific to the perception
of value of healthcare services
delivered were examined.

2
To deduce a modified value equation
that depicts the factors which determine
Value of Care delivered and to
demonstrate the coefficients (relative
importance or weightings) for each of
these factors in the value equation as
applicable to each of the different
stakeholder groups, thereby affirming
the theoretical utility of the research
study.

3
To demonstrate how the balance of
factors can be utilised in evidencebased, multi-factor decision-making,
both by provider and consumer groups,
thereby asserting the business utility of
the research study.

Methodology

Survey methodology
The survey consisted of two components:
(1) a set of questions related to basic demographic information, and
(2) a value perspectives section with scenario questions aimed at examining the participants’ value perspectives.
The value perspectives section described a general scenario as well as a series of medical and surgical scenarios,
where participants were asked to provide a weighting indicative of how important they valued each factor (Clinical
Outcomes, Cost of the Clinical Care Event and Patient’s Experience) for the specific clinical scenario. One
general, three medical and three surgical scenarios, progressing in severity, were described.
For every clinical scenario question, the three factors appeared in a randomised sequence, thereby assuring that the
same factor did not always appear last in the sequence of options provided to the participant.
For each scenario, a total of 100 points was available that had to be distributed between the three factors according to
the relative importance of each in the view of the responding participant. The value of 100 could not be exceeded as
the VPS was designed to allow only values between 0 and 100 to be selected for each of the factors, provided that the
three scores totalled 100. Similarly, the total available points had to be used and the survey would not allow the
participant to continue to a next question if the accumulated values for the three factors in a specific scenario equated
to a total of less than 100.

Results

Demographic variable

Consumers (n=662) n(%)

Gender

Table 1.
Demographic
characteristics of
consumer group

Female

469 (70.8)

Male

193 (29.2)

Prefer not to say

0 (0.0)

Level of education
Less that Grade 12
Grade 12

5 (0.8)
51 (7.7)

Diploma

151 (22.8)

Bachelor’s Degree

147 (22.2)

Postgraduate Honour’s

130 (19.7)

Postgraduate Master’s

135 (20.4)

Postgraduate Doctoral

18 (2.7)

Other

24 (3.6)

Gross monthly income (ZAR)
Less than 10,000

36 (5.5)

10,000 -19,999

69 (10.5)

20,000-29,999

87 (13.3)

30,000-39,999

68 (10.3)

40,000-49,999

56 (8.5)

50,000-59,999

54 (8.2)

60,000-69,999

49 (7.5)

More than 69,999
Prefer not to say

184 (28.0)
53 (8.1)

Healthcare sector used
Private
Combination of private and public

585 (88.4)
77 (11.6)

Member of medical aid
Yes
No

625 (94.4)
37 (5.6)

Years as a member of medical aid
Less than 1 year

3 (0.5)

1-5 years

30 (4.8)

6-10 years

56 (9.0)

Longer than 10 years

536 (85.8)

Financial responsible for medical aid or cash payment of treatment
Yes

383 (57.9)

Partly

226 (34.1)

No

53 (8.0)

Table 2.
Demographic
characteristics of
provider group

Demographic variable

Providers (n=381) n(%)

Gender
Female

136 (35.7)

Male

244 (64.0)

Prefer not to say

1 (0.3)

Countries of practice
South Africa only
South Africa and other(s)

359 (94.2)
22 (5.8)

Sector of practice
Private
Public
Combination of private and public

283 (74.3)
20 (5.2)
78 (20.5)

Clinical medicine or administration
Clinical medicine
Management of administration

339 (89.0)
42 (11.0)

Type of provider
General practitioner

135 (35.4)

Specialist

246 (64.6)

Clinical field of specialisation
General practitioner

135 (35.4)

Specialist

246 (64.6)

Medical

86 (32.6)

Surgical

166 (62.9)

Diagnostic

12 (4.5)

Clinical Outcome
outcomes
Value
of Care

=

x

patient
experience

cost

Clinical Outcome is described as a key determinant of
Value of Care and included as a factor in the original
mathematical depiction by Porter (2010). The study
affirmed the importance of Clinical Outcomes from a
provider perspective, as across the general, surgical,
and medical scenarios, Clinical Outcome was valued
the highest by providers.

*Source: (Fifer 2015; Wimmer et al. 2016)

From a provider perspective, clinical decision-making is
affected by how the clinician contemplates the elements
that constitute the Value of Care delivered *, whereby
factors influencing clinical decision-making processes
are mostly considered by Clinical Outcomes. From a
consumer perspective, the same trend was noted,
affirming that Clinical Outcomes is rightfully placed in
the healthcare value equation.

Cost
outcomes
Value
of Care

=

x

patient
experience

cost

For both the consumer and provider groups, Clinical
Outcome is followed by Patient’s Experience as being
valued second highest, and Cost of Clinical Event as
being given the least value. The fact that Cost was
found to be valued the least both by consumers and
providers supports the argument that value creation
strategies in healthcare require more than merely cost
containment*.

*Source: (Garber et al. 2007)

However, Cost of Clinical Event seems to rightfully
deem its place in the healthcare value equation as
demonstrated by the proportions attributed across
general, surgical and medical scenarios.

Patient
Experience
outcomes
Value
of Care

=

x

patient
experience

cost

It is clear from the results provided in Figure 1 that
Patient’s Experience provides additional insight into the
relative importance of factors contributing to Value of
Care delivered in the private healthcare sector of South
Africa and should be understood and accommodated in
the pursuit of shared value*.

This result supports the notion that Patient’s Experience

*Source: (Charmel & Frampton 2008)

is an important determinant of Value of Care and
makes an argument for adding this factor to the
healthcare value equation described by Porter (2010):

The Value Perspectives

Figure 1. Consumer and provider mean value perspectives expressed as proportions across general, surgical and medical scenarios

Contextualising
value of care
(outcome
coefficient)(outcome)
Value
of Care

=

x
(cost coefficient)(cost)

From these results, Patient’s Experience is considered
an important factor and does provide an additional
understanding to the relative importance in the Value of
Care delivered in the private healthcare sector of South
Africa.

(patient experience
coefficient)
(patient experience)

These mean proportions of value can be used as
coefficients and weightings of importance in the CVI
equation for consumer and provider groups across
general, surgical, and medical scenarios, where the
healthcare value equation as modified by these
weightings, can be expressed as:

Conclusion

Recommendations
Understanding the
healthcare value
agenda

Recognising the
complexity of multiple
stakeholders

Comprehending
multi-factor, evidence
based and clinical
decision-making

Clinical outcomes, cost and patient
experience

Private versus public sectors
Supply side versus demand side
Consumers (patients) versus
providers (doctors)

Multi-factor decision-making
Evidence based decision-making
Clinical decision-making

Understanding context

Conclusion
• The improvement of a system, such as healthcare, depends on the identification and pursuit of a shared goal. In healthcare,
Value of Care should be the single overarching goal as it aims to achieve what matters most to the patient, thereby uniting all
stakeholders involved in the delivery of care.

• The shared value agenda – specific to healthcare – is highly relevant in the South African context, which Porter and Kramer
(2011) argue requires the understanding of all stakeholders involved to be fully impactful.

• Value in the healthcare context remains an abstract construct influenced by perception that can vary between different
stakeholders depending on the role each play in the care event.

• Understanding the factors that constitute Value of Care and the differences in relative importance of these factors between
consumers and providers can inform value creation strategies in the South African private healthcare context.

• The business utility of the research study ultimately lies in understanding the requirements for the effective achieving of valuebased care objectives, including cost control, quality improvement and better outcomes of care.

*Source: Porter, M. E., & Kramer, M. R. (2011). Creating shared value. Harvard Business Review, 89(1–2).
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